
EDITED by L.W. Haydon. PUBLISHED by AMATEUR
COLLECTOR LTD. PRICE 4/ - ( + 3d ) This
Catalogue, now in its 4th Edition, is so
weir established on the market that there
must indeed be few collectors of "Swiss"
who are not acquainted with it. As has
been the Publishers annual policy since
its inception, improvements and additions
have again been made in the 1955 Edition:
a complete overhaul of the Imperf. Hel-
vetia (Strubeli) Issue was a long felt
want and this Section, in its present
form, should suffice for all but the most
advanced specialists. The addition of
the 1909 Kocher Stamps has been acclaimed
and many more useful shades were added
throughout the Catalogue. Specially
'noteworthy is the now  separate key of
S.G./Amateur Collector Nos., which can
be used side by side on the corresponding
page of the Catalogue. Space does
not permit the quoting of many bouquets
awarded to this Catalogue by the Phila-
telic Press of the World. Below are just
a few which will be of interest to our
readers" ... considerable improvement on
previous editions ... a work which every
collector of "Swiss stamps will need"
(Stamp Lover London) " one of the few
available sources of information in Eng-
lish in this popular field". (Stamps,
U.S.A.) " .. can be .. proud of this pub-
lication this should be the

Anglo-Swiss philatelists's bible" (P.T.S.Journal)
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Publicity STAMPS

5c. Lausanne Cathedral
(brown/grey/Yell/red)

40c. Car-Steering Wheel

Continuing their new policy of combining several events into
one "publicity" set, the Swiss PTT released this years quar-
tette on Feb. 15th. In chronological order of date of events
they represent, the following are details of purpose of the
individual stamps:- (1) 40c: 25th International Automobile
Show at Geneva (Mar. 10th to 20th) (2) 10c: Winegrowers Fes-
tival at Vevey (Aug. 1st to 14th) (3) 20c: Swiss Alpine
Herdsman & Costume Festival at Interlaken (Sept. 3rd to 5th)
(4) 5c: Nat. Philatelic Exhibition at Lausanne (Oct. 15th to
23rd For this latter event a minature sheet has also been
issued (See illustration below) the denominations being 10
and 20c. ( + Fr. 1.70 surcharge in aid of the Exhibition
Fund). The following, briefly, are further details PRINTERS:
Courvoisier in Heliograveur on a coated paper with usual
19th.cent. admixture. 	 DESIGNERS: 5c.: Andre Rosselet,
Alp-Horn- Auvernier. 	 10c.: Maya Allenbach, Berne.

Blower 	 20 c.: Paul Boesch, Berne. 	 40 c.: Kurth(red^rey) 
Wirth, Berne. 	 Miniature Sheet, Andre Rosselet,
Auvernier. 	 DATE OF SALE: February 15th as long
as stocks last, but not later than 31st December

1 955. 	 CYLINDER NUMBERS .: These can now be
found in the right hand margin of Stamp 25
instead of, as in the past, on that Stamp's
lower margin. DESCRIPTION OF MINIATURE SHEET: 
Lausanne Cathedral & Posthorn, in 8 colours (green,
carmine,vermilion, yellow, dk. & It. grey, dk. & lt. olive).

10c. Hat of Vaud & Grapes
(Green/yell/red/It.brn.),

(blue/pink/lt.&dk.grey) •



Real stamp collecting, it is said begins where a

standard catalogue leaves off. Some to whom this say
ing is new may brand it as highbrow snobbery; while
others, fearful of complexities, will dismiss it as

a subject for experts only. Both will be wrong. The
catalogue is like a railway guide to a line running
through the years, joining past and present. Issues,
like stations, are recorded, but there is never a
hint of the alluring land of varieties which Iles
unheeded beside the track.

There can be few who do not realise how dre
ary and uninteresting collections with no varieties
can become, with their monotonous repetition of the
catalogued series, and differing only in their de-
grees of completion. Many have taken the obvious
course and have turned to include varieties, but
there are still those who, discouraged by misrepre-
sentations and deterred by false beliefs, hold an
unswerving course along that unyielding line. What
are the delusions from which the latter suffer, and
how did they originate? My own impression is that
these sufferers fall mainly into two classes; first
the unduly modest who believe that they can never
aspire to the expert and specialised knowledge which
they imagine to be essential to an understanding of
the subject; and, second, those who think that a
variety must be a rarity and therefore believe that
collecting beyond the catalogue is only for those
with well filled pockets. I think that it might
not be unreasonable to suggest that these delusions
are no more than unrecognised memories of that first
stamp album, given on a bygone birthday, and of the
awe and respect commanded by those god-like elders
to whom such cantrips as "Magyar Kir" and "Riksbank
Skilling" presented no difficulty. However that may
be, my sole purpose in writing is to destroy those
delusions by showing to the uninitiated and the ti-
morous that a quite ordinary collector, such as my-
self, can find great interest and enjoyment in
searching for any studying varieties - and that in-
spite of a very shallow purse.

This, then, is an invitation to those who
will to accompany me in imagination on a trip down
the years, searching where we will and finding what
we may, examining the normal specimen and the abnor-
mal variety with equal care and interest, for they
are complementary and depend upon each other for
they- very existence. Before we start, however, it
will be as well to make a brief survey of the whole
subject in order to get a general idea of what var-
ieties are, why they occur, and how we may recog-
nise them. At present we cannot go fully into de-
tails, for these depend largely upon the various
methods of printing and production and so must wait
until we reach them in their turn_

24C/A1. Partial Double Print 	 24C/Pf6. Line
(Illustrations from Zumstein Cat.) through RAPP.

For our starting point we will choose
the Strubeli (Imperf. Helvetias) of 1854, for in that
year were produced the first sheets in which all the
stamps were printed from replicas of the original die
and should, therefore, have been identical. 	 The
methods of holding together the number of replicas
required to print a complete sheet varied with the
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different issues, but
for the time being we
will agree to describe
every sheet as having
been printed from a "pl-

	

First 	 ate" which, when inked

	

Instalment 	 & brought Into contact with

	

In a Series of Articles 	 the paper, produced a number

By Lt.Col. J.D. Blyth. 	 of Identical coloured impress-
ions. If for any reason one of

[he replicas differed from the normal the stamp
printed from it displays the same abnormality and so
)become a "variety". This type of variety is called
'recurrent", as it would appear in every sheet printed.
It's presence in the plate might be due to faulty work-
nanship, accidental damage, retouches or repairs made
necessary through any cause, or (most commonly) to wear.

Worn Plate: 	 1C /Pf5 fell-boy wits 	 113/Pf6:
white Helve- 	 "Dirty Face" (large ink 	 Broken "5"
tia & frame 	 spot). 	 (All illustrations are by
courtesy of Zumstein & Co. from their Special Cat.)

To a true stamp lover the thrill of discovering
'a new variety is completely detached from any
thought of its financial value; but, the question of
wear having arisen, we have reached a point at which
a general view of the type of influence affecting
the price of varieties may be considered. 	 Apart
from complete double prints and similar errors it will
be found that in many cases the costly varieties are
those which are so pronounced that they attract immed-
iate attention without any need for a search. 	 A
probable explanation Is that as soon as signs of
wear or damage &c. become evident the plate is removed
for retouching or repair with the result that very
limited numbers of such varieties are printed. 	 The
less obvious minor varieties, however, even if they
do not escape notice may be regarded as being of
too little importance for immediate action, and so are
printed in considerable numbers. The list prices, of
course, are low; but in spite of this such varieties
are often very elusive, and it is not unusal for a
dealer to return an order with the note "Not in stock:
This does not mean that the list prices are too low
but is due to the fact that the normal stamp and the
varieties are so alike in appearance that it would
not be a commercial proposition to spend the time
needed in sorting out and classifying the varieties
out of a pile of stamps.

At this stage the neophyte will be well advised
to begin to look for varieties. The fact that he
knows only that a variety and a normal specimen are
in some way different will be of great value to him
for by learning to search with no preconceived idea
of what he may find he will form the habit of tho-
roughness and avoid the risk of missing varieties
through concentration on a single feature. 	 My own
practice to to scrutinise every stamp through a mag-
nifying glass of moderate power. This is not as ted-
ious as one might suppose; complete familiarity with
the details of normal stamps is soon acquired and
after a little practise most varieties can soon be de-
tected immediately. Valuable experience can be gained
by making a genuine attempt to fathom the reason for
every abnormality found, before referring to a Spec-
ialised Cat. 	 Before we finish some mention must be
made of perforation, paper ° shades of colour. The
first two are simple, as we shall see later; but when
describing a colour no two people seem to speak the
same language. The only practical wa in which I have
got over this complication As been to ignore nomencla-
ture & rely only on comparisons with other specimens
of the same stamp. 	

(Continued on Page 4, Col.1)



news a views
Forer !
o ectors are warned of forged post-

marks on the 1941 Juventute Miniature
Sheet ( now twice as dear used than Mint )
The forged obliteration reads: LAUSANNE 1
DEPOT LETTRES and is dated 1.X11.41.10.
Take care if such a Sheet is offered as a
"bargain"!

YOU LUCKY PEOPLE! 
The following is an extract from a
Market Report in an American Wholesale
Journal: "Switzerland's stamps are
regarded with great affection by in-
numerable American collectors. The post-
age issues since 1921 in mint condition
are the cream of the modern issues, while
the more colourful and attractive Pro -
Juventute and Fational Fete sets are
more plentiful. However, the earlier Pro-
Juventute issues, especially Nos. 2 - 9
are going up in Europe and bear watching.
The miniature sheets of Switzerland are
excellent property and this holds equal-
ly true of the airmails, sound in mint
or used condition." Is your collection
complete?

INVALIDATION OF STAMPS. 
We regret that the information given in
our last Number was invalidated by a PTT
Annoucement, postponing thier earlier
decision by one year to December 31st
1955. It was unfortunate that our an-
noucement was already in print when the
PTT postponement became known.
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We hear that ...

..all dealers in Switzerland
were caught without stocks of
the 1941 Historicals 50,60 & 70c
mint, when they went off sale
about a year ago. In consequence,
they promise to turn out modern
rarieties and already bring
almost three times face. ( We
hear a bird whispering something
about the two 1948 Air Colour
Changes 30 & 40c mint being
even rarer! )

..among the many attractive
pictorial Postmarks used in Swit-
zerland during the past months
were the Ines illustrated below:

...The following numbers were
printed of the 1954 Publicities:

	

10c 16,998.311 	 25c 2,481.89C
	 20c 11,914,091 	 40c 3,998.382
and of the 1954 Pro Patria Set:
5c 	 1,879.360 	 10c 3,399.730
	20c 2,816.4C9	 30c 	 963.609

40c 1,121.493

..total sales (official figures)
for the January 1955 CORINPHILA
AUCT ION (Zurich) amounted to

Fr 902,614.-- (£75,217 approx.)
Did somebody say there is a short
age of money?

REVIEWING
RECENT BOOKS

STAMPBOOKLETS, TÊTE-BÊCHE &
GUTTER-PAIRS OF SWITZERLAND

1904 - 1954

Published by Ernest Mueller,
Basle. Price: 25/- + Post
1/- (DeLuxe edition 37/6 " free)

It is not often that a re-
viewer can apply all known
superlatives to a publicat-
ion. In this case however no
praise can be too high. This
book has been produced in
such exceptional quality that
a much higher price might have
been expected. The collector
of these issues will find
about everything that can be
said about them in this book.
108 pages of text, 124 illus-
trations in Black & White,
PLUS 10 full-colour tables
reproducing 79 pairs & part-
sheets in their original and
life-like colours! A book
which should not be missed.

SOLDIER STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND
1979/45: SUPPLEMENT 1942/45.

Published by Paul Locher,
Spiez. Price: 4/6d Post free.

This useful booklet of 36 pages
contains many ilustrations
not included in the main
Catalogue of Soldier stamps.
The first 23 pages are devoted
to listing all those Soldier
Stamps which were issued
( or become known ) after the
publication of the main work.
The remaining pages are devoted
to price-alterations, to bring
the main Catalogue up tc date.
Naturally, every collector cf
Soldier Stamps will need this
booklet.
( Note: All Locher Soldier -
Stamp Catalogues sold by the
Amateur Collector Ltd., will
in future include this supple-
ment at no extra charge.)



SWISS PHILATELIST, 	 PAGE U.(Contd. from Page 21 )  Our brief
survey done, there s no more
to be said till we meet in 18511,
Till then, for "home work" lo-
vers here is an exercise in ob-
servation & deduction: The
Strubelis & the Sitting Hel-
vetian were printed by the same
"letterpress" process, but the
latter were perforated. The
change from the imperf. sheets
led to the appearance of a va-
riety which did not occur in
the Strubelis. Can you find and
explain it

( TO BE CONTINUED NEXT TIME 1
Pro Juventute 1954 

DOUBLE PRINT 5c.

What promises to be one of the
most important varieties on
Juventute Stamps has recently
been discovered on the 5 cent
stamp of the 1954 Set. Esti-
mating the total printing of
this value at 8 million, the
variety being once on every
fourth sheet, 00,000 double
prints should theoretical ly
exist. It is fairly safe to
assume that half this Quant-
ity will be permanently lost
in the waste-backet, leaving
only 20,000 available to col-
lectors. Not an excessive num-
ber considering the popularity.
Details; The double print
occurs on Stamp 19, sheet NO.1
and is most marked in the
lower part of the left frame
line, first 5, Helvetia and
In the eyes (See our illust-
ration, which we reproduce by
courtesy of Messrs Zumstein &
Co., Berne) The variety has
also been found on a few Stamp
Booklets. We have had consid-
erable difficulty in accumulating

 a small stock which we offer
as follows, subject unsold:
Double print in 	 	 14/-

" 	 in complete
sheet of 50 23/6

" 	 in Stamp
Booklet 	 30/-
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